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ABSTRACT
Similarity group-by (SGB, for short) has been proposed as
a relational database operator to match the needs of emerg-
ing database applications. Many SGB operators that extend
SQL have been proposed in the literature, e.g., similarity op-
erators in the one-dimensional space. These operators have
various semantics. Depending on how these operators are
implemented, some of the implementations may lead to dif-
ferent groupings of the data. Hence, if SQL code is ported
from one database system to another, it is not guaranteed
that the code will produce the same results. In this paper,
we investigate the various semantics for the relational sim-
ilarity group-by operators in the multi-dimensional space.
We define the class of order-independent SGB operators that
produce the same results regardless of the order in which the
input data is presented to them. Using the notion of inter-
val graphs borrowed from graph theory, we prove that, for
certain SGB operators, there exist order-independent im-
plementations. For each of these operators, we provide a
sample algorithm that is order-independent. Also, we prove
that for other SGB operators, there does not exist an order-
independent implementation for them, and hence these SGB
operators are ill-defined and should not be adopted in exten-
sions to SQL to realize similarity group-by. In this paper,
we introduce an SGB operator, namely SGB-All, for group-
ing multi-dimensional data using similarity. SGB-All forms
groups such that a data item, say O, belongs to a group,
say G, if and only if O is within a user-defined threshold
from all other data items in G. In other words, each group
in SGB-All forms a clique of nearby data items in the multi-
dimensional space. One case that arises in both SGB opera-
tors is when a data item qualifies the membership condition
of multiple groups. For example, in the case of SGB-All, a
data item, say O, can form a clique with two groups, say
G1 and G2. We propose three semantics for handling data
items that overlap multiple groups, namely, Eliminate, Du-
plicate, and New-Group. We prove that all three options
are order-independent, i.e., there is at least one algorithm
for each option that is independent of the presentation order
of the input data.
1. INTRODUCTION
Forming groups of data items to support decision making
is a fundamental function of a database management system.
Traditionally, grouping is performed by aggregating the tu-
ples with equal values on a certain subset of attributes into
the same groups. However, in some application domains,
e.g., business intelligence, sensor networks, and location-
based queries, users are often interested in grouping based
on similar rather than strictly equal values.
Clustering is one way of grouping similar and closeby
data items together. Clustering is a well-known operation
in data mining and machine learning with well-established
tools, e.g., Weka [1]. In most cases, clustering is performed
outside the database system, which leads to several issues:
First, it creates a costly impedance mismatch that results
from having to extract the data outside of the database to
perform the clustering. Moreover, based on the needs of the
underlying applications, the output clusters may need to be
further processed by SQL to filter out some of the clusters
and perform further SQL operations on the remaining ones.
Hence, it is of great benefit to develop a practical and fast
similarity group-by operator that can be embedded within
a SQL query and that is compatible with other SQL opera-
tors. This would allow answering complex similarity-based
queries efficiently.
Silva et al. [2, 3] introduce the similarity group-by oper-
ator (SGB) in a variety of flavors that can be used in an
SQL query in combination with other relational operators
and that can take advantage of database query optimiza-
tion techniques, e.g., pushing joins under similarity-group-
by. However, the problem with the SGB operators in [2, 3]
is two-fold. First, these SGB operators are one-dimensional,
i.e., they group the data of each attribute independently
from the other attributes. Hence, they cannot detect corre-
lations among the various attributes. Secondly, the seman-
tics of these SGB operators such that these operators are
order-dependent, i.e., the outcome of these SGB operators
may differ depending on the order in which the input tuples
are processed. Therefore, if SQL code is ported from one
database system to another, there is no guarantee that it
will produce the same results.
In this paper, we investigate the semantics of various
multi-attribute similarity group-by operators. We define the
class of multi-dimensional order-independent SGB operators
that will produce the same results regardless of the order in
which the input tuples are being processed. We demonstrate
that, for several of these SGB operators, there exist order-
independent implementations for them.
In contrast to relational group-by where a tuple may be-
long to one and only one group, in similarity group-by,
a tuple may belong to multiple groups if that tuple is in
the proximity of these groups. We provide several similar-
ity group-by semantics to handle these overlapping tuples
and prove that the algorithms realizing these semantics are
order-independent.
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SELECT Max(Expense)
FROM Customer
GROUP BY Expense MAXIMUM-ELEMENT-SEPARATION 2
             MAXIMUM-GROUP-DIAMETER 6 
a) 
Figure 1: Unsupervised Similarity Group-by SGB-U
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.
1. We introduce the notion of order-independent similar-
ity group-by operators (SGB) and provide several def-
initions of SGB operators that are order-independent.
We give proofs that several of these SGB opera-
tors are actually order-independent. In contrast, for
other SGB operators that are not order-independent,
we give counter-examples that illustrate their order-
dependence.
2. We study the cases when a tuple overlaps more than
one group. We provide several semantics to handle
overlapping tuples and prove that these semantics are
order-independent.
3. We provide sample order-independent algorithms for
the introduced SGB operators to minimize the run-
ning time complexity via group bound, then analyze
the proposed algorithm’s complexity and order inde-
pendent properties.
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 mo-
tivates the need for order-independent SGB operators. Sec-
tion 3 presents and discusses related work. Section 4 pro-
vides relevant background material. Section 5 presents ex-
isting and new SGB operators and investigates their order-
independence. Section 7 gives efficient algorithms to imple-
ment the SGB operators along with analyses of their com-
plexities. Section 8 presents the proofs of correctness for
order-independence for the new SGB operators based on the
proposed group bound approach using the notion of interval
graphs. Finally, Section 9 contains concluding remarks.
2. MOTIVATION
To illustrate the need for order-independent similar-
ity group-by operators, consider the unsupervised similar-
ity group-by operator (SGB-U), introduced in [2]. SGB-
U is a one-dimensional SGB operator that takes as in-
put one attribute/column of the input table and extends
SQL’s standard Group-by with two similarity predicates:
(i) The maximum element separation (or separation) de-
fines the maximum distance between two adjacent ele-
ments in a group. It controls the compactness or close-
ness among elements within the same group. (ii) The
maximum group diameter (or diameter) is the distance be-
tween the two farthest elements within a group. For exam-
ple, in the linear space, a group with elements {1, 5, 6} has
a separation of 4 and a diameter of 5.
Consider the query example illustrated in Figure 1a that
uses SGB-U. Given the relation customer, the query finds
the maximum expense of groups of customers with similar
expense values. Similarity in this query is defined by a sep-
aration value of 2 and a diameter value of 6. Suppose the
values of the expense attribute in Table Customer are pro-
cessed in the following order: {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10}. In this case,
elements {1, 3, 5, 7} and elements {9, 10} form two distinct
groups, Group 1 and Group 2, respectively. For Group 1,
the separation between adjacent elements is within thresh-
old 2 and the diameter of the group is 6. Similarly, for
Group 2, both the separation and diameter are equal to 1,
as illustrated in Figure 1b. Now, assume that SGB-U is pre-
sented with the input tuples in a different order, e.g., in the
order {10, 1, 9, 3, 7, 5} (refer to Figure1c). In this case, two
totally different groups are formed, namely Group 1’ with
elements {1, 3} and Group 2’ with elements {7, 9, 10}. In
addition, when processing the tuple with value 5, it can be
inserted into both groups since 5 is within 2 units from the
tuple with value 3 in Group 1 and the tuple with value 7
in Group 2. Therefore, the outcome of SGB-U is order-
dependent and overlaping data elements do not have a clear
semantics. As a result, given two implementations of SGB-
U in two database systems, it is possible that the same SQL
code when operating on the same input database will pro-
duce completely different results. The target of this paper
is to identify multi-dimensinoal order-independent SGB op-
erators that would produce the same result regardless of the
presentation order of the input tables.
3. RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review the related work in three main
areas: clustering, existing similarity-based grouping opera-
tors in relational database systems, and graph theory.
Clustering (also referred to as unsupervised learning) is
a well-studied problem in data mining. Clustering forms
groups of similar data items for the purpose of learning
hidden knowledge about the data. Clustering algorithms
have been studied extensively, e.g., see [4, 5]. Among the
widely used clustering algorithms are the K-means [6], disk-
optimized algorithms, e.g., BIRCH [7], and DBSCAN [8].
The key difference between SGB operators and clustering
are: (1) SGB is a relational database operator that is inte-
grated within relational query evaluation pipelines with vari-
ous grouping semantics. Hence, it avoids the impedance mis-
match experienced by standalong clustering packages that
mandate extracting the data to be clustered out of the dbms.
(2) In contrast to standalone clustering algorithms, SGB can
be interleaved with other relational operators, e.g., joins and
selects, (3) standard relational query optimizations that ap-
ply to group-by are also applicable to SGB, as illustrated
in [2, 3]. This is not feasible with standalone clustering al-
gorithms. Also, improved performance can be gained by us-
ing database access methods that process multi-dimensional
data.
The work in [9] introduces proximity semantics to over-
come the limitation of distinct-value group-by operators.
Their proposed SQL construct, termed ”ClusterBy”, uses
conventional clustering algorithms, e.g., DBSCAN to real-
ize similarity grouping. ClusterBy addresses the impedance
mismatch issue but does not address the order-independence
issue that we address in this paper.
Previous work on similarity-based grouping [2, 3] intro-
duce generic semantics for three core database SGB opera-
tors. The unsupervised similarity group-by operatoer, SGB-
U, realizes groups by applying two similarity predicates that
evaluate the compactness and diameter of a group. The
SGB-Around operator is a classifier operator where it uses
predefined guiding points (referred to as center points) to
form groups around these centers. The SGB-Delimited op-
erator uses a set of delimiting points to segment the input
tuples into groups. In addition to being one-dimensional and
not handling correlated multi-attributes, these three oper-
ators overlook the order in which the input tuples are pro-
cessed and its effect on the operator’s outcome. This paper
builds on [2, 3] with a focus on order-independent SGB se-
mantics for multi-dimensional data.
The SGB order-independence proofs given in this paper
build on previous work on graph theory including interval
graphs [10] and maximal cliques [11] A clique is a connected
subgraph, where each vertex has an edge to every other ver-
tex in the clique subgraph. The maximal clique problem
finds the maximum size clique within a graph and is an ex-
tensively studied problem [11]. For multi-dimensional data,
when allowing data tuples to belong to multiple groups, e.g.,
as in the case of tuples that overlap multiple groups, listing
maximal cliques sets becomes exponential. A large body
of work addresses approximate solutions for the maximal
clique problem (e.g., see [12]). [13] approximates the clique
problem for disk-based data sets by finding all three-vertex
cliques (i.e., triangles) in the graph. A fundamental differ-
ence between graph search problems and the proposed SGB
operators in this paper is that we do not build any graph
beforehand. Instead, the edges between the tuples are im-
plicit and are formed dynamically based on the similarity
between the tuples (i.e., the vertexes), and the SGB oper-
ators incrementally process the input and form the output
groups.
4. BACKGROUNDMATERIAL
In this section, we provide background material and for-
mally introduce the class of order-independent similarity
group-by operators.
Definition 1. A similarity measure is defined by a dis-
tance function δ that uses the Minkowski distance Lp [14].
In this paper, we consider the following two Minkowski
distances, where tx is a tuple and txy is its y
th attribute:
• The Euclidean Distance:
L2 : δ2(ti, tj) =
√∑
i′
(tii′ − tji′)2
• The Maximum infinity distance:
L∞ : δ∞(ti, tj) = max
i′
|tii′ − tji′ |.
Definition 2. A similarity predicate ξ(δ, ) is a Boolean
expression that uses the distance function δ and the thresh-
old , and returns TRUE iff the distance between its two
input tuples ti and tj is less than , i.e.,
ξδ,(ti, tj) : δ(ti, tj) ≤ .
In this case, the two tuples ti and tj are said to be similar.
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Figure 2: Supervised Similarity Group-by Around SGB-A
Definition 3. Let T be a relation that consists of a
tuple set {t1, ..., tm}. Each tuple ti ∈ T is de-
fined as
{
ti.GA1 , ..., ti.GAd , ti.NGA1 , ...ti.NGAk
}
,where the
subset GAc =
{
ti.GA1 ...ti.GAd
}
represents a multi-
dimensional grouping attribute, and the subset NGA ={
ti.NGA1 ...ti.NGAk
}
represents the non-grouping attributes.
Let ξδ, be similarity predicates. A similarity Group-by
operator G〈GAc,(ξδ,)〉(T ) forms a set of answer groups Gs
by applying the similarity predicates ξδ, on the elements
of the multi-dimensional grouping attribute GAc. That is,
a pair of tuples, say tx and ty, are in the same group iff:
ξδ,(tx.GAc, ty.GAc) = TRUE.
We study the effect of the order of presenting the input
tuples of T to the similarity group-by operator on the out-
come of the operator. In particular, we define the necessary
conditions that guarantee that the operators’ output groups
Gs = {G1, ..., Gm} are independent of any order of the in-
put tuples. Based on these conditions, we then introduce
and study new order-independent SGB operators.
5. SIMILARITY GROUP-BY OPERATORS
In the section, we study the semantics of existing SGB
operators as defined in [2] and formally prove whether or
not they belong to the class of order-independent SGB op-
erators. Then, we introduce several new SGB operators and
prove their order-indendence and analyze their complexity.
5.1 Unsupervised SGB (SGB-U)
As illustrated by the example given in Section 2, SGB-U
is order-dependent based on the counter-example given, and
hence the following lemma is true.
Lemma 1. The SGB-U operator is order-dependent.
Using the construction in Figure 1, permuting the order
of input may produce different groupings. The maximum
diameter predicate determines the start- and end-points of
a group. Hence, changing the order of processing input may
cause the start- and end-points of another group to shift
resulting in a different grouping.
5.2 SGB Around (SGB-A)
Another interesting SGB operator is the similarity group-
by Around, or SGB-A for short [2]. SGB-A extends the
SGB-U operator with a set of guiding points (termed central
points), where groups are composed around these points.
Tuples of the input table are assigned to the closest center
point. The optional maximum element separation predicate
determines the maximum allowable distance between two
adjacent tuples in a group. The optional diameter predicate
in SGB-A determines the group bounds, where the diameter
is centered at the guiding point (i.e., at position d/2).
Consider the query example illustrated in Figure 2a. Given
the relation customer, the example query finds the maxi-
mum expense of groups formed around center points 4 and 10.
The seperation is set to the value 2 and the maximum allow-
able diameter is set to the value 6. Suppose that the input
is processed in the following order {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11}. In this
case, Group 1 consists of {1, 3, 5} while Group 2 consists
of {9, 11}. The tuple with value 7 is within equal distance
from both center points. Hence, 7 can join either group.
The semantics of SGB-A is ambiguous in the sense that it
does not provide arbitration semantics to resolve the case of
overlapping tuples, i.e., ones that can belong to more than
one group, and hence the following lemma is true.
Lemma 2. The semantics of the SGB-A operator is am-
biguous.
In general, using a counter-example construction similar
to the one in Figure 2, there may exists a tuple ei that is
within equal distance from center points c1 and c2, and c1
6= c2.
5.3 Order-independent SGB Operators
In this section, we introduce several order-independent
SGB operators, namely the family of the SGB-All operators.
Definition 4. Given a table T = {t1, ..., tm}, where ti is
a multi-dimensional tuple and T ′ is a permutation of Table
T . Let GA be a multi-dimensional grouping attribute. The
outcome of the order-independent Similarity Group-by
operator Gˇ is independent of the order of the input tuples iff
GˇTGA(T ) = GˇT ′GA(T
′)
5.3.1 Group Definition
In this section, we use distance as a measure to develop the
notion of similarity among data elements that constitute a
single group. Refer to Figure 3 for illustration. In Figure 3a,
the distance between all pairs of data elements satisfies the
predefined similarity threshold  = 3. The notable charac-
teristic of this grouping is that elements are dense and form
a clique-like group.
Definition 5. Group Compactness (Gpact). Group
Compactness (or Gpact, for short) is the number of tuple
pairs 〈ti, tj〉 inside a group, say Gm, where the similarity
predicate ξδ,(ti, tj) is true.
Definition 6. Given a set of tuples that form a group, say
Gall. Gall is said to be All--Connected if, for all pairs ti,
tj ∈ Gall, the similarity predicate between ti and tj is true,
i.e.,
∀ti, ti ∈ Gall, ξδ,(ti, tj)
Proposition 1. Let Gall be an All--Connected group that
contains k tuples. Then,
Gpact(Gall) = k ∗ (k − 1)/2.
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Figure 3: The notions of similarity within a group  = 3
5.3.2 Semantics of Order-independent SGB Opera-
tors
Given an input table, say T , of tuples, an SGB operator
generates an output set of groups, say Gs. The various map-
pings between the tuples of T and the groups Gs determine
the semantics of the various SGB operators.
SGB-All: SGB-All divides tuples in T into groups in Gs,
such that each group in Gs is All--Connected and is max-
imal. Notice that a Group Gm is maximal when no group
G′m exists such that Gm ⊂ G′m and G′m is All--Connected.
Formally,
Refer to Figure 3(b) for illustration. In the figure, tuples
are modeled as points in the 2D space. When  = 3, apply-
ing the SGB-All semantics on the input tuples produces the
three groups: G1 = {a1, a2, b2, c1}, G2 = {b1, a2, b2, c1} and
G3 = {c1, c2, a2, b2}.
Definition 7. Overlap Set OSet: A tuple is in the set
OSet iff the tuple belongs to more than one group in
(G1, ..., Gs). Formally, Oset = ∪(i,j)∈s(Gi∩Gj) where s > 1.
Referring to the input tuples in Figure 3(b), the overlap set
OSet is comprised of {a2, b2, c1}.
5.3.3 Similarity Group-by ALL (SGB-All)
The corresponding SQL syntax for the SGB-All operator
is as follows:
SELECT column, aggregate-func(column )
FROM table-name
WHERE condition
GROUP BY column DISTANCE-TO-ALL [L2 |
LINF ] WITHIN eps
ON-OVERLAP[ DUPLICATE | ELIMINATE |
NEW-GROUP ]
SGB-All uses the following clauses to realize similarity-
based grouping:
• The DISTANCE-TO-ALL similarity predicate speci-
fies the metric space distance function to be applied
when deciding group memberships.
– L2: Euclidean distance
– LINF: the Maximum infinity distance
• ON-OVERLAP is an arbitration clause to be used in
the situation when a tuple is within eps distance from
more than one group.
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Figure 4: Similarity-based Grouping  = 6
The following are the possible arbitration actions of the
ON-OVERLAP clause:
• DUPLICATE: inserts an input tuple, say t, into all
the groups that t belongs to. Given an input table,
say T , the ON-OVERLAP DUPLICATE option is in-
terpreted as inserting all the tuples of OSet into their
corresponding overlapped groups from Gs. The ON-
OVERLAP DUPLICATE option maps to the prob-
lem of listing maximal cliques in an undirected graph.
Analysis of the ON-OVERLAP DUPLICATE option
is presented in Section 7.
• ELIMINATE: discards the tuples that overlap mul-
tiple groups. Given an input table, say T , the ON-
OVERLAP ELIMINATE option is interpreted as delet-
ing all the tuples of OSet from all overlapped groups.
• NEW-GROUP: inserts the overlapped data elements
into a new group. Given an input table, say T , the
ON-OVERLAP NEW-GROUP option is interpreted
as creating new group sets for OSet until OSet is
empty. Analysis of this option is presented in Sec-
tion 7.
To illustrate, the following query example performs the
aggregate operations max, min and count on the groups
formed by SGB-All on attributes Earnings and Expense
from relation Customers given in Figure 4.
SELECT min(earnings ), max(expense ), count(*)
FROM customer
GROUP BY earnings, expense DISTANCE-TO-ALL L2
WITHIN 6
Referring to the input table in Figure 4, the following groups
satisfy the above SGB-All predicates: G1 = {t1, t2, t3}, G2 =
{t4, t5, t6} and G3 = {t7, t8}. However, t3 is also within eps
from t4 in G2. Consequently, an arbitration ON-OVERLAP
clause is necessary. We consider the three possible semantics
below for illustration.
If we have an ON-OVERLAP DUPLICATE clause, since
t3 is within eps from t4 but is not within eps from t5 or t6, t3
cannot be added to G2. Similarly, t4 cannot be added into
G1 since t4 is not within  from t1 and t2 in G1. Therefore,
a new group is created, say G4 = {t3, t4} and is produced
in addition to the three other groups. Therefore, the answer
to the query in the case of ON-OVERLAP DUPLICATE is:
{〈3, 4, 3〉, 〈8, 9, 3〉, 〈18, 4, 2〉, 〈5, 7, 2〉}.
If we have an ON-OVERLAP ELIMINATE clause,
the overlapped tuples t3 and t4 get dropped. There-
fore, the resulting groups are G1 = {t1, t2}, G2 =
{t5, t6} and G3 = {t7, t8} and the query output is
{〈3, 3, 2〉, 〈10, 9, 2〉, 〈18, 4, 2〉}.
If we have an ON-OVERLAP NEW-GROUP clause, the
overlapped tuples are inserted into newly created group sets
until overlap sets are empty. The result groups are G1 =
{t1, t2}, G2 = {t5, t6}, G3 = {t7, t8} and G4 = {t3, t4}, and
the query output will be {〈3, 3, 2〉, 〈10, 9, 2〉, 〈18, 4, 2〉, 〈5, 7, 2〉}.
Notice that this output is un-ambiguous in the sense that it
should be independent of the order in which the input tuples
are processed.
6. APPLICATIONS AND GRAPH REPRE-
SENTATION OF SGB
6.1 Applications
This section presents several application scenarios that
demonstrate the practical use of the various SGB semantics.
Highly Correlated Stock Analysis: To analyze stocks
over time, [15] converts the stock market datasets to a graph
by mapping one stock into a vertex, then connecting two
vertices iff their correlation coefficient is no smaller than a
user-specified threshold. Stocks in the graph that form a
clique are very meaningful from the application’s point of
view, as this implies that the prices of these stocks are con-
tained in the same group that usually evolve synchronously
over time, and a change of one stock price can be used to
predict a similar change for the prices of all the other stocks
in the same group. The proposed SGB-All semantics nat-
urally construct these cliques, and each tuple in the same
group stands the clique properties. Thus, people can ana-
lyze the highly correlated stock profiles using the SGB-All
operator.
Geo-social network analysis: When users check-in or
share photos in social networks, the server records the users’
spatial locations, e.g., their latitude and longitude. This geo-
spatial information may reflect common behavior of people
in a group. It may also help in marketing. For example,
people who happen to be watching a concert or a movie, or
go for shopping and have similar geo-locations, these shop-
pers stand a higher possibility to share the same interest or
preference with products. In this scenario, SGB-All queries
can identify groups where people are highly correlated given
their spatial locations. If one individual shows interest in a
product, e.g., a certain brand of T-shirts, using SGB-All, In
this case, the social network can recommend targetted ad-
vertisements of certain products to the people in the same
group as they are likely to show similar interest.
6.2 Graph Representation of SGB
We use a graph to represent the semantics of each of the
SGB operators. Refer to Figure 5a that gives tuples in the
2D space and their corresponding equivalent graph repre-
sentation in Figure 5b. The relation is mapped into the
equivalent graph as follows. Each input tuple is mapped to
a vertex. An edge connects a pair of tuples, say ti and tj ,
whenever the similarity predicate ξδ,(ti, tj) is true.
Referring to Figures 5c-e, the semantics of SGB-All Du-
plicate finds all maximal cliques in the graph. The SGB-
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Figure 5: Graph representations of the various SGB seman-
tics.
All Eliminate discards all overlapped tuples and finds the
cliques that are not overlapped among more than one group.
The cliques in SGB-All Eliminate case are not maximal
because the overlapped tuples are dropped. The SGB-All
New-Group forms new group(s) from overlapped tuples that
translate to finding the overlapped cliques.
Notice that it is possible to extract the tuples and con-
struct the corresponding graph outside of the database. Then,
by using any graph-based processing tool, we can find and
produce the cliques as output. However, for the reasons
stated in the introduction section, mainly, to avoid the impe-
dence mismatch of having to export data out of the database
and then import the results back into the database for fur-
ther processing, we want to perform this clique detection op-
eration and the SGB-ALL operation from within the database
system. As we scan the input tuples using a table-scan oper-
ator, we want to partially construct the corresponding graph
on the fly as well as detect the formed cliques. Notice that
as we see more tuples, the existing cliques are likely to grow
while new cliques will form or split from exising ones.
7. ORDER-INDEPENDENT ALGORITHM
FOR THE SGB OPERATOR
In this section, we present an order-indepedent algorithm
for the SGB-All operator that handles all the three seman-
tic varieties presented earlier in the paper. Then, we an-
alyze the complexity of the algorithm and prove its order-
independence.
7.1 Outline of the Algorithm
The algorithm has two main building blocks. The first
building block decides on which groups to join for a given
input tuple. The second building block handles the various
overlap semantics for SGB.
Let Gs be the set of existing groups constructed so far by
the Algorithm. When a new tuple, say ti, is being processed,
we find the set of groups, say Gm ⊆ Gs, that ti can join.
Notice that Gs is initially empty. In this case, the first
tuple to be processed will form a new group. Based on the
various SGB-All semantics, Tuple ti can join Group g ∈
Gm iff ∀tj ∈ g, the distance between ti and tj is smaller
than the threshold . To identify which groups to join, the
first building block, GQ(ti, , δ), performs the above test and
returns all the groups Gm ⊆ Gs that ti will join.
The straightforward way to evaluate GQ(ti, , δ) is to per-
form distance comparisons between ti and each of the pro-
cessed tuples that are members of the existing groups in Gs
found thus far. Refer to Figure 6(a) for illustration, where
L∞ is assumed to be the underlying distance metric. In the
figure, the following six tuples t1 · · · t6 have already been pro-
cessed, and two groups g1 and g2 have already been formed.
When it is time to process Tuple t7, this involves perform-
ing distance comparisons between t7 and each of the tuples
(t1, t2, t3) that form Group g1, and then performing distance
comparisons between t7 and each of the tuples (t4, t5, t6)
that form g2. GQ(ti, , δ) performs this operation in a more
efficient way as described later in this section.
The second building block handles partial group over-
laps. Instead of joining existing groups, the input tuple
ti may have partial overlaps with individual members of
existing groups (not entire groups). In this case, ti can
form new cliques with these tuples. We start by exclud-
ing all the groups that ti has already joined after execut-
ing the first building block, i.e., excluding the output of
GQ(ti, , δ). Thus, for all the remaining groups, i.e., Gˆ ∈ Gs
and Gˆ /∈ GQ(ti, , δ), the second building block, OQ(ti, , δ),
retrieves tuples from within Gˆ and decides if new cliques
needs to be formed. These are the tuples that are enclosed
within  from Tuple ti. Refer to Figure 6(a) and assume an
L∞ distance function. For tuple t7, there are no tuples that
are within  from Tuple t7 (the red square in the figure).
Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo-code of the SGB-All oper-
ator using the straightforward all-pairs comparisons scheme
described above. Line 1 iterates over all tuples, and for
each tuple, searches all the existing groups in Set Gs, Func-
tion GroupQuery() (Line 2) checks whether the new tuple
ti can join one of the existing groups, say gm, and it takes
k distance comparisons to decide if ti is within  from each
member tuple of gm, where k is expected number of tuples
in gm. If one of these distances, say between ti and tj is
bigger than , ti fails to join Group gm and searches the
next group. Next, Function OverlapQuery determines the
groups with partial overlap based on the all-pairs distance
comparison (Line 3). Later, the post-processing step han-
dles these overlap tuples among the various groups that they
belong to(Line 4-12). More detail about this step is given
below. Given the two for-loop iterations of GroupQuery and
OverlapQuery, the total complexity of this straightforward
approach is bound by O(n2). We need to reduce the com-
putation costs of both the group join query GQ(ti, , δ) and
the overlap query OQ(ti, , δ).
7.2 Identifying Which Groups To Join
For an input tuple, say ti, and the groups identified so
far, Procedure GQ(ti, , δ) identifies all the groups that ti
can join, i.e., when ti forms a clique with all member tuples
of these groups. Because this procedure is costly, the target
is to reduce the cost of GQ(ti, , δ). The main idea is to
construct a border around individual groups so that for each
group, say gm, we can test whether the new tuple ti forms a
clique with member tuples of gm by only checking ti against
the border of gm. This helps avoid the costly checking of the
distance between ti and each tuple inside gm. The shape of
the border of a group depends on the underlying distance
Algorithm 1: Skeleton Procedure for SGB-All
Input: Data Tuples in Relation T, Similarity threshold
, distance function δ, overlap option OL
Output: Set of groups Gs
1 for each data element ti in T do
2 GQ(ti, , δ)← GroupQuery(ti, Gs, , δ)
3 OQ(ti, , δ)← OveralpQuery(ti, Gs, , δ)
4 if OL is Duplicate then
5 find all groups, Gnew from Gs that ti forms a
clique with
6 duplicate ti into each of these groups
7 end
8 else if OL is Eliminate then
9 remove the tuples that overlap multiple groups
from the tuples in the groups in Gs
10 end
11 else if OL is Form-New then
12 find all the tuples that are within  from ti
13 save these overlap tuples for next roundaˆA˘Z´s
processing
14 end
15 if GQ(ti, , δ) is empty and OQ(ti, , δ) is empty
then
16 Form a new group gnew and insert gnew into Gs
17 end
18 end
metric. For the L2 distance metric, we propose to use an
-convex hull border around each group, while for the L∞
distance metric, we propose to use an -rectangular border
as explained below.
Group borders for the L2 distance metric. Let gm
be a group that contains multiple points that are all within
a Distance  from each other, i.e., that form a clique. For
the L2 distance metric, the group border for Group gm is
a convex hull that encompasses all the points in the group.
Observe that the diameter d of the convex hull, i.e., the
largest distance between any two points on the convex hull,
is less than . To decide if Tuple ti is a member of gm, i.e.,
is within Distance  from all tuples contained in gm, it is
enough to check if ti is inside gm’s enclosing convex hull.
Thus, to obtain GQ(ti, , L2), we iterate over all groups,
and return all the groups g such that ti is inside the -convex-
hull of g. as stated in Lemma 3 below.
Lemma 3. Let gm be a group where all of gm’s points are
within  from each other. When we construct the convex-
hull for the points in gm (that we term the -convex-hull for
gm), then if a new tuple ti is inside this -convex-hull, then
gm is contained in the GQ(ti, , L2).
Proof. The SGB-All semantics guarantees that ti ∈ gm
iff ∀tj ∈ gm, j 6= i, δ(ti, tj) ≤ . Let the diameter, say d, of
the convex hull be the maximum distance between any two
points in the convex hull. Therefore, d should also be less
than . Consequently, if a new tuple ti is inside the convex
hull of gm, the distance from Tuple ti to any other tuple
tj ∈ gm is smaller than . Otherwise, this will contradict
the definition of the convex hull. Therefore, ti should also
belong to gm. Hence, gm is in GQ(ti, , L2).
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Figure 6: Illustration of SGB-All, tuples are processed in
order of their subscript, i.e., from t1 to t12.
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Figure 7: Illustration of the various group bounds for SGB-
All. (a) A convex polygon in the case of the L2 distance
metric, and (b) A rectangle in the case of the L∞ distance
metric.
For example, consider the two triangles in Figure 6(a)
that form the convex hulls for Groups g1 and g2. Tuple t8
is located inside the convex hull for Group g2 and is outside
the convex hull for Group g1. Thus, GQ(t8, , L2) = {g2}.
However, if a tuple is outside the convex hull, it can still
form a clique with members of a group, and hence can still
join the group. For example, in Figure 6(a), Tuple t7 is
outside the convex hull for Group g1. However, t7 forms
a clique with all points that compose Group g1, and hence
should join g1, i.e., GQ(t7, , L2) = {g1}. Lemma 4 handles
this situation.
Lemma 4. Let gm be a group whose elements are within
Distance  from each other. Let ti be a tuple outside the con-
vex hull of gm such that the distance from ti to the farthest
point in the convex hull is less than or equal to . Then, gm
is contained in GQ(ti, , L2).
Proof. Assume that Group gm has k points and that
a tuple, say tj ∈ gm, is the point with farthest distance
from Tuple ti among all the points of gm. Tuple tj has to
be one of the corner tuples of the convex hull of gm and
cannot be an internal tuple in gm. This can be shown by
contradiction. Suppose that tj is an internal point of gm
and the distance between tj and ti is the farthest compared
to all the other tuples of gm. Then, we can extend the line
from Tuple ti to Tuple tj , and this line would intersect one
of the border lines of the convex hull, e.g., a line connecting
between two points, say ta and tb, on the border of the
convex hull of gm. Refer to Figure 7a for illustration. Let
the intersection point be t′j . Naturally, δ(ti, t
′
j) > δ(ti, tj).
In addition, based on simple triangular properties, one of
the following enequalities has to be true: δ(ti, ta) > δ(ti, t
′
j)
or δ(ti, tb) > δ(ti, t
′
j). As a result, δ(ti, tj) is not the farthest
distance and this contradicts the assumption. Therefore, if
the distance from Tuple ti to the farthest point in Group
Gm (which has to be one of the points in the convex hull for
gm) is bigger than , than ti cannot join in Group gm.
In Figure 6(a), Tuple t1 has the farthest distance to t7
from among all the tuples in Group g1, where this distance is
smaller than . Then, GQ(t7, , L2) = (g1). More generally,
a Group, say gm, is contained in GQ(ti, , L2) if ti is inside
the -convex-hull bound of gm, or if the longest distance from
ti to the points in the convex hull of gm is not larger than .
Notice that the -convex-hull bound of Group gm needs to be
updated each time a new tuple joins the group. The worst
case takes place when all the points on the convex hull of
gm are on the circumferance of a circle with diameter . For
each Group, say gm, that has k tuples, the expected average
number of convex points is log(k) [?]. Thus, with Lemmas 3
and 4, we can limit the distance comparisons inside any one
group. Thus, the average case of running time to judge a
new tuple inside one convex hull is log(log(k)).
Group bound for the L∞ distance: In the case of the
L∞ distance metric, a rectangle replaces the -convex hull
of a group. A tuple ti’s -region is a square with Length 2∗
centered at ti. A tuple, say tj , is within an L∞ Distance 
from ti iff tj is inside ti’s -region. When tj joins the group
containing ti, we shrink the group’s -region to maintain the
following invariant: A tuple, say t, is within an L∞ Distance
 from all members of a group, say g, iff t is inside the group’s
-region. Refer to Figure 7b for illustration. Initially, when
t1 is inserted, a square centered at t1 with side 2 forms the
-region for t1, i.e., any new tuple that overlaps this region
will be with  from t1 in the L∞ distance metric. When
Tuple t2 is processed and is found to be within this -region,
the group is now updated to contain t1 and t2 and the -
region is shrunk to be the intersection of the -regions for
both of t1 and t2, which is Rectangle R2 in the figure. When
Tuple t3 is processed and is found to be inside R2, i.e., t3
is within  from all members of the group corresponding to
R2, i.e., the group containing Tuples t1 and t2. Once t3
joins the group, the -region for the group is shrunk to be
equal to the intersection of R2 and the -region for t3. Now,
the -region for the group {t1, t2, t3} becomes Rectangle
R3. The following lemma 5 summarizes the approach above
to avoid distance computations to each member of a group
while deciding on which groups ot join i.e., when evaluating
GQ(ti, , L∞).
Lemma 5. The -rectangle bound of a group, say gm, is
one rectangle that is the intersection of all the -regions of
all the tuples tj ∈ gm. If a new tuple, say ti, is inside gm’s
-rectangle, then ∀tj ∈ gm, δ(ti, tj) ≤ , and group gm is
contained in GQ(ti, , L∞).
Refer to Figure 6(a) for further illustration. In the figure,
it is assumed that the tuples are processed according to their
subsript index, i.e., from t1 to t12 in this order. By the time
Tuple t3 is processed, the -regions for Tuples t1, t2, and
t3 intersect to form the surrounding rectangle with a dotted
line boundary in the lower-left of the figure that corresponds
to the group bound for g1. Similarly, by the time Tuple t6 is
processed, the -regions for Tuples t4, t5, and t6 intersect to
form the surrounding rectangle with a dotted line boundary
that corresponds to the group bound for g2. When Tuple
t9 is processed, it is found to be outside of the existing two
group bounds for g1 and g2. Hence, GQ(t9, , L∞) is empty
and t9 forms a new group by itself. This way, we only check
whether ti is inside the existing group bounds, which is per-
formed in constant time per group regardless of the number
of tuples in each group.
Group bound by -rectangle and -convex hull to-
gether For the L2 distance metric, the -rectangle bound
also can be applied to filter out the unnecessary distance
computation with respect the -convex hull of group. For
example, i.e., Figure 6 (a), two triangles in this example are
the convex hull group bound for Group G1 and G2, which
are enclosed by the -rectangle of each group, thus, we can
find t9 can not join in group G1 and G2 for L2 distance
metric early, because t9 is outside of the groups’ -rectangle.
This is illustrated in the developed Lemma 6.
Lemma 6. Given a group Gm, Gm is contained in the
GQ(ti, , L2) by Lemma 3 or Lemma 4, then tuple ti is cer-
tain enclose by the Gm’s -rectangle bound. On the con-
trary, one tuple stay inside Group Gm’s -rectangle bound,
yet, Gm might not be contained in GQ(ti, , L2).
Proof. This proof is based on the distance metric prop-
erties,that is, δ(ti, tj) by the L2 distance metric ≥ δ(ti, tj) by
L∞ distance metric because of triangle properties. Based on
this distance metric properties, we omitted the rest of proof
because this prove by mathematical induction is straightfor-
ward.
Index of group bound is used to avoid searching
through all exist group sets Gs. Multi-dimensional index-
ing like R-tree index over exist group sets Gs’s -rectangle
bound can enable group join query much quickly. Given a
tuple ti with -region, the range query to go through index
to find groups, which are contained by the -region of tu-
ple ti. Take Figure 6 (a) as an example, suppose one index
like R-tree for the exist groups G1, G2’s -rectangle bound,
G1 and G2 are not contained in GQ(t9, , L2) by searching
through from index root to leaf node.
7.3 Overlap Query
For overlap tuples among groups, there are three types of
cases to be considered.
• OQ(ti, , δ) is empty, and GQ(ti, , δ) is not empty and
queried group sets size is bigger than one, then ti is a
overlap tuple. Consider the example in Figure6(b),
GQ(t11, , L∞)=(G1, G2), and tuple t11 is enclosed by
the -rectangle bound of Group G1 and G2. Thus, t11
is the overlap tuple for Group G1 and G2.
• GQ(ti, , δ) is empty, OQ(ti, , δ) is not empty, tuples
of OQ(ti, , δ) are overlap sets. For example, tuple t9
in Figure6(b), GQ(t9, , L∞) is empty, but tuples ( t5,
t8) are contained in the -region of t9. Thus, after
building new group G3 for tuple t9, tuples (t5, t8) are
overlap sets between Group G2 and G3.
• GQ(ti, , δ) and OQ(ti, , δ) is not empty, tuples of
OQ(ti, , δ) and ti are overlap sets. Revisit Fig-
ure6(b) as a example, in term of tuple t10, group
join query GQ(t10, , L∞)=G1, and overlap query
OQ(t10, , L∞)=t4, thus, (t10, t4) are overlap sets for
Group G1 and G2.
Naively, overlap query OQ(ti, , δ) approach goes through
all exist group sets Gs, then retrieval overlap tuples in ti’s
)-region. To avoid searching all the exist groups, we try to
find overlap group candidates by the developed group bound
in Lemma 5. Take Figure6(b) as an example, the -region
of t9 is denoted as the red square, the region intersects with
Group G2’s -rectangle bound, while it does not have inter-
section with G1’s. Thus, we can assure that overlap sets
between tuple t9 and Group G1 is empty, and overlap be-
tween tuple t9 and Group G2 is not empty. Hence, -region
and group -rectangle bound is a optimal way to filter out
some redundant computation checking, as stated in Lemma
7 below.
Lemma 7. Given a group Gm, Gm is not in GQ(ti, , δ).
Gm has overlap tuple ti if -rectangle bound of Group Gm
intersects with )-region of tuple ti.
Proof for the Lemma 7 is straightforward base on the
definition of -region and the group rectangle bound of
Lemma 5, we omit the details. As a result, the built multi-
dimensional index over the group rectangle bound enable
us to find overlap groups candidates efficiently without go-
ing through all the exist group.In addition, different from
the GQ(ti, , δ), overlap query need to get overlap tuples
from overlap tuples, which are belong to the overlap group
candidates. The straight approach would go through all
tuples of group Gm, and the optimal way is building multi-
dimensional index e.g., Quadtree [16] for tuples tj ∈ Gm to
support -region range query of tuple ti.
7.4 Handle overlap
Follow the SGB-All semantic, there are three options to
handle the overlap tuples among groups. For overlap Elim-
inate, the overlap tuples are removed from output sets. For
New-Group option, the overlap tuples are materiel and pro-
cessed by the next round of SGB-All operation until the
overlap tuple sets are empty. Look at Figure6(b) as example,
when processing tuple t9, group join query GQ(t9, , L∞) is
empty, and overlap query OQ(t9, , L∞)=(t3, t8). Thus,(t3,
t8) are marked as removable from Group G2, and are pro-
cessed again in the next round.
For overlap-Duplicate option, if overlap tuples are from
different exist groups, we need to check the maximal
of new built group. Take the Figure6(b) as example,
after finish processing tuple t1 to t11 based on SGB-
All overlap-Duplicate semantic, Group G1 contain tu-
ples (t1,t2,t3,t7,t10,t11), Group G2=(t4,t5,t6,t8,t11), Group
G3=(t5,t8,t9). For the new coming tuple t12, group
join query GQ(t12, , L∞) is empty, and overlap query
OQ(t12, , L∞) contain tuples (t7, t10, t11) from G1, and
(t11) from G2. From the SGB-All semantic, tuple (t7, t10,
t11, t12) can form a new group G4, while tuples (t11, t12)
can form other new group G5. However, group candidate
G5 is contained by group candidate G4, therefore, only one
group G4 is built. Substring matching is an effective way for
maximal groups checking, because tuple sets of one clique
can be represented as a order string, then, one group is con-
tained by others iff its mapped string is a substring of oth-
ers’. Take the group candiate G4 and G5 as example, Group
candidate G4 is mapped to string {7,10,11,12}, and G5 is
mapped to string{11,12}. String {11,12} is contianed by
string{7,10,11,12}, thus Group candidate G5 is not maxi-
mal.
7.5 SGB-All Query Cost Model
In this section, we develop cost models for SGB-All search
to estimate the running time of each overlap option. We
at first give the running time cost for group join query
GQ(ti, , δ) and overlap query OQ(ti, , δ), then analysis the
cost for different overlap option. Although we mainly dis-
cuss the 2D space, the discussion can be extended to higher
dimension.
In term of group join queryGQ(ti, ), for a GroupGm with
k points, the expected size of -convex-hull is h = log(k),
and judge tuple ti inside this convex hull can be done in
O(log(h)) time [17]. In addition, as Lemma 4, we need
to check distance from ti to farthest tuple of -convex-hull
whether is smaller than , and this can be done via log(h)
time. As a result, we can reduce naive all pairs distance
computation from k to O(log(log(k))). Furthermore, multi-
dimension index like R-tree [18] can be used to index group’s
-rectangle, and this can improve groups searching iteration
time from number of exist groups ,say |Gs|, to O(log(|Gs|)).
As a result, the running time complexity of the GQ(ti, , δ)
can be enhanced from O(n2) to O(n∗log(|Gs|)∗log(log(k))).
In term of overlap query OQ(ti, , δ), based on the in-
dex over Group Gm’s  rectangle, we can find overlap group
candidates via log(|Gs|) time following Lemma 7. In ad-
dition, retrieval overlap tuples from Group overlap candi-
date Gm can be done in O(log(k)) based on the multi-
dimensional index for tuples of overlap group candidate. Fi-
nally, suppose overlap group candidates size is log(|Gs|) in
average, the total cost for querying the overlap tuples is
O(n ∗ log(|Gs|) + n ∗ log(|Gs|) ∗ log(k)).
Overall, sum of group join query and overlap query cost
is O(n∗ log(|Gs|)∗ log(k)). We can observe that the running
time of SGB-All query is depend on the output number of
groups |Gs| and number of tuples of one Group, say k. Fur-
thermore, both two factors are depend on input parameter
 and data overlap option. We analysis the upper bound
of output groups number |Gs| for different overlap option
below.
Lemma 8. Given output group sets G under SGB-
All+Eliminate and SGB-All-New-Group option, any two
groups Gm, G
′
m of G do not share any tuples, and the upper
bound of output group sets size |Gs| is O(n).
Proof. This can be proved by contradiction. Assume
that ti was shared by two groups Gm and G
′
m, then the
ti ∈ Osets then Osets = Gm ∩G′m and Osets is not empty.
This contradicts the semantic of SGB-All+Eliminate and
SGB-All+New-Group, where the overlap Osets is always
empty. Therefore, each tuple only belong to one group. As
a result, the number of groups |Gs| has an upper-bound
O(n).
SGB-All+Eliminate Following lemma 8, the running
time complexity for SGB-All+Eliminate via the group
bound and multi-dimensional index approach is O(n ∗
log(n) ∗ log(k)) since |Gs| 5 n.
SGB-All+New-Group overlap tuples are recursively
processed until the overlap sets are empty, then the running
time complexity of New-Group is depend on the recursive
depth. Let the recursive processing depth be d, and for each
recursively process, number of tuples be ni, output of group
size be |Gsi| and average number of tuples of group be ki,
the total running time complexity is O(d∗n∗log(n)∗log(k)),
because
∑d
i=1O(ni ∗ log(|Gsi|) ∗ log(ki)) <
∑d
i=1O(n ∗
log(|Gs|) ∗ log(k)) < O(d ∗ n ∗ log(n) ∗ log(k)).
SGB-All+Duplicate is exponential delay Following
the semantics of SGB-All+Duplicate, this operator finds the
groups Gs that are maximal clique sets. For Gm ∈ Gs, as-
sume that the average size of a group is ave|Gm| = k. Con-
sider the k tuple permutations problem for different groups,
the number of groups would be Ω(k2 ∗ (n
k
)
). As  increases,
then each group cover more tuples, group sizes |G| can be
large, e.g., k = n/2. Thus, even if we build the group bound
and index for each group, the complexity is inflect by the
number of output groups, and this brings the processing de-
lay to be super-polynomial. For example, variants of Moon
and Mose algorithm [12] can be shown to have worst-case
running time O(3n/3). Overall, for the duplicate option, the
SGB-All query time is bound by the number of groups, and
this delay can be exponential.
8. CORRECTNESS OF SGB OPERATORS
In this section, we prove that SGB-All are order-
independent operators for the one- (1D) and two-
dimensional (2D) spaces by the proposed algorithm. As we
introduced before, SGB-All query can be viewed as cliques
listing from undirected graph. Therefore, SGB-All opera-
tor is a order independent semantic if we build graph first
and apply cliques listing algorithm. In other words, the out-
put cliques sets are identical because the correspond graph
structure is fixed beforehand. However, follow our previ-
ous discussion, we want to scan tuple in minimal time and
output groups without building graph beforehand. Thus,
we need to prove the proposed -group bound approach via
Lemma 3,4 and 5 do not change outputs. The proofs build
on results obtained from two classes of intersection graphs,
namely the interval graph [19] for the 1D case and the rect-
angle graph (also referred to as the Boxicity graph [20]) for
the 2D case.
8.1 Order Independent of Interval Graph
Definition 8. Interval graph (IG) is the intersection graph
of a multiset of intervals on the real line.
It has one vertex for each interval in the set, and connects
two vertexes by an edge iff their corresponding sets have
nonempty intersection [19]. Figure 8a gives the correspond-
ing interval set I1, I2, ...I6 for the Earnings attribute in Fig-
ure 4. For instance, I1’s center point is Tuple t1 and its cor-
responding interval varies among (11-,11+), where  = 6.
The interval set’s corresponding interval graph is given in
Figure 8b.
Lemma 9. [19] A graph is an interval graph iff its corre-
sponding clique vertex matrix exhibits the consecutive-ones
property.
The clique matrix of an undirected graph is an incidence
matrix having maximal cliques as rows and vertexes as
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columns [21, 19]. Let M be the clique matrix for a graph,
say G. M [i,j]=1 means that Vertex i is one of the vertexes in
Clique j. Matrix M is said to exhibit the consecutive-ones
property in a given column if the rows can be permuted in
a way so that the ones can appear consecutively in that col-
umn. For example, in Figure 8(B), we can observe that the
clique matrix exhibits the consecutive-ones property for the
interval graph in the same figure. According to [19], an undi-
rected graph G is an interval graph if and only if the clique
matrix of G has the consecutive ones property for columns.
Lemma 10. Maximal clique sets in the interval graph are
order-independent with respect to the order of the intervals.
Proof. For an interval graph, its corresponding clique
matrix, say Mk, differs according to the order of introduc-
ing the intervals. However, these different clique matrixes
can always be reordered into one unique clique matrix as
follows. First, the interval order cannot change the inter-
section relations among the intervals. So, the columns of all
matrixes will always be the same. Secondly, the rows of the
clique matrix can be reordered to exhibit the consecutive
-nes property. Thus, the clique matrixes for different reshuf-
flings of the order of the input intervals will always lead to
the same identical matrix by linear matrix transformations.
As a result, the maximal clique sets will be the same regard-
less of the order of processing of the intervals in the interval
graph, and hence are order-independent.
8.2 SGB-All+Duplicate for the 1D Space
Each interval have a center point. When two intervals
intersect, it does not necessarily mean that the distance be-
tween their corresponding tuples, which are in the center,
is smaller than . As an alternative formation, consider the
case when we connect vertexes in the interval graph iff an in-
terval’s center point is located inside another interval. This
graph is referred to as a center interval graph (CIG) as fol-
low.
Definition 9. -Center interval graph (-CIG): let the in-
terval diameter be 2 ∗  and the center point be a tuple,
say ti, the related center interval graph is called -CIG iff
vertexes in the interval graph have edges while an interval’s
center point is located inside another’s interval.
For example, Figure 8c gives the -CIG graph for the in-
tervals in Figure 8a. Notice that it is always the case that
the center interval graph is always a subgraph of the cor-
responding interval graph (refer to Figures 8b and 8c for
illustration). Observe that two vertexes that are connected
by an edge in the -CIG implies that distance between the
corresponding two tuples is within .
Lemma 11. -CIG is built via -rectangle group bound in
the one dimensional space, and SGB-All+Duplicate via -
rectangle bound approach finds the maximal clique sets in
-CIG.
Proof. Recall that in the SGB-All operator, tuples be-
long to one group iff the similarity predicate ξδ,(ti, tj) is
true. This grouping process in the 1D space is similar to the
way a -CIG graph is constructed by the -rectangle group
bound, because -rectangle group bound stands the same
distance criteria of interval graph. Notice the -rectangle
group bound is an interval in one dimensional space. Mean-
while, each group Gm ∈ Gs is an all--Connected group, and
the all--Connected group is a maximal clique when map-
ping its tuples to the corresponding graph. So, the max-
imal clique sets of the -CIG are the SGB-All+Duplicate
via -rectangle bound approach output groups Gs in the 1D
space.
Lemma 12. SGB-All+Duplicate is an order-
independent operator in the 1D space via -rectangle
group bound.
Proof. From Lemma 10, the maximal clique sets in
the interval graph are order-independent. The -CIG is a
subgraph of the corresponding interval graph, the order-
independent property is still true for building the -CIG
subgraph via group bound Lemma 11. This can be easily
proven by contradiction (omitted here for brevity). There-
fore, we can conclude that SGB-All+Duplicate is order-
independent if applying the -bound in the 1D space based
on Lemma 11 as SGB-All+Duplicate via -rectangle group
bound approach finds the maximal clique sets in -CIG.
8.3 SGB-All+Duplicate for Higher Dimensional
Spaces
We come to prove the SGB-All+Duplicate via group
bound is still order-independent in higher dimensions. We
use the two-dimensional case for illustration. First, we intro-
duce RciG to illustrate the L∞ distance between two tuples,
say ti and tj . As we introduced before, for one tuple ti, its
 range is a square with length 2 ∗ . This implies that if
one tuple, say tj , is located inside other tuple ti’s -region
Ri, the L∞ distance between ti and tj is smaller than . For
example, in Figure 9a, Tuple t2 is inside t1’s square R1, and
the L∞ distance between t1andt2 is smaller than . Thus,
each vertex v represents one square, and two vertexes have
an edge between if only if their center points c are inside
other’s rectangle. Formally, we define RciG as follows.
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Figure 9: (a) -Rectangles and (b) -RciG for parts of the
data in Figure 4.
Definition 10. Rectangle center intersection Graph
(RciG), RciG is a graph in which two vertexes, say vi and
vj , are connected by an edge if only if their center points
stay in each other’s corresponding rectangle. Specifically,
if the rectangle’s center point is ti and the length of the
rectangle is 2 ∗ , this rectangle is referred to as an -square
for tuple ti. The -rectangle center intersection graph is
termed -RciG.
Figure 9a gives an example of -rectangle intersection for
parts of the data in Figure 4, and Figure 9b is the corre-
sponding -RciG. The -rectangle intersection result is the
group -rectangle bound for the processed tuples. Based on
the -rectangle, the maximal cliques in the -RciG graph
are the all--Connected groups produced as output by the
SGB-All+Duplicate operator using the L∞ distance metric
via group bound.
To prove that -RciG shares relevant properties with -
CiG, we can project the 2D rectangles in -RciG into the hor-
izontal and vertical dimensions separately, then the projec-
tions are the corresponding intervals in the two correspond-
ing -CiGs. For example, Rectangle R1 in Figure 9 with
center point t1(11, 1), and its rectangle length is 2 ∗  = 12.
Then, the projection of this rectangle in the horizontal di-
mension is I1x(11 − 6, 11 + 6) and in the vertical line is
I1y(1− 6, 1 + 6).
Lemma 13. Two rectangles have intersection iff both of
their projection intervals in the real lines intersect ,and -
RciG is the intersection sets of -CiG in one dimension.
Naturally, the -RciG is the intersection sets of -CiG.
From Lemma 10, the maximal cliques sets in the interval
graph via group bound are order-independent. Thus, we
use this conclusion to prove that the maximal cliques in the
-RciG are also order-independent by the following lemma.
Lemma 14. The intersection between two order-
independent sets are also order-independent.
Proof. We can prove this Lemma by contradiction. Sup-
pose two input order sets D1 and D2, and their order-
independent output sets are Gs1 and Gs2, respectively. As-
sume that the intersection x = (Gs1 ∩ Gs2) 6= null, and
suppose that x is order-dependent in parts of D1 and D2.
Let this part of the data in D1 and D2 be d
′
1 and d
′
2, respec-
tively. Because x is dependent on the order of d′1 and d
′
2, if
we reorder d′1 and d
′
2, the output x will change. When we
have a different x, the order-independent outputs Gs1 and
Gs1 would also be changed because x is always the intersec-
tion of Gs1 and Gs2. This contradicts the assumption that
Gs1 and Gs2 are order-independent on D1 and D2. The
reason is that from the order-independence definition, when
we reorder part of the data in D1 and D2, Gs1 and Gs1 still
do not change. Thus, we prove that the intersection of two
order-independent sets are also order-independent.
Lemma 15. SGB-All+Duplicate operation via group -
rectangle bound is an order-independent operator for the
L∞ distance in higher dimension.
Proof. From Lemma 13, -RciG is the intersection of
the two interval graphs, and the correspond maximal cliques
in the interval graph built from group -rectangle bound
are order-independent. Thus, we can conclude that maxi-
mal cliques are order-independent in the 2D space according
to the L∞ distance because the intersection of two order-
independent sets are still order-independent according to
Lemma 14. As a result, SGB-All+Duplicate is an order-
independent operator via -group bound. More importantly,
this proof can be extended to higher dimensions because
we can project higher dimensional boxes to multiple lower-
dimensional boxes, and Lemma 13 is always true for set
intersection.
Next, we prove that SGB-All+Duplicate is order-
independent according to the L2 distance metric by the -
convex hull group bound. Tuple ti can be represented by
a circle with Radius , termed an -circle. Similar to the
-rectangle, any tuple, say tj , that is inside ti’s -circle is
within distance less than  from ti. Similar to the process
for building the -RciG graph, we can build the -circle in-
tersection graph via the Lemma 3 and 4, because -convex
hull group bound meets the distance criteria of building the
-circle intersection graph.
Lemma 16. The SGB-All+Duplicate operator via -
convex hull group bound is order-independent for the L2
distance metric in higher dimensional spaces.
Proof. For each tuple, say ti, the -circle inscribes the -
rectangle closely. Thus, if one tuple, say tj , is located inside
ti’s enclosing rectangle, then tj can still be outside of ti’s
circle. This means that the L2 distance between ti and tj can
be larger than . Thus, the -RciG graph is the superset of
the -circle intersection graph. Because the maximal cliques
in -RciG, which are output from the SGB-All duplicate
via -rectangle group bound, are order-independent, then
their subset is also order-independent. This can be proved
by contradiction. So, SGB-All+Duplicate via -convex hull
bound is still order-independent for L2 distance metric.
Conclusion 1. Operator SGB-All+Duplicate is
order-independent via group bound approach for
the 1D and higher dimensions
8.4 Order-independence of SGB-All+New-Group
and SGB-All+Eliminate
In the previous section, we have demonstrated that SGB-
All+Duplicate is order-independent. In this section, we
prove that the other two overlap options, namely On Overlap
Eliminate and and On Overlap New-Group are also order-
independent.
Proof. For the output groups sets from the SGB-
All+Duplicate operation, we can mark the overlap tuples
OSet by an additional linear-time scan over Gs. Then, we
can remove all the marked overlap tuples in OSet from Gs
and put OSet into a temporal tuple set Dtmp. We call this
process is a one-time-iteration for SGB-All+New-Group.
For tuples in Dtmp, we repeat the one-time-iteration recur-
sively until Dtmp is empty. This is one possible procedure
for the SGB-All+New-Group operator. Notice that the algo-
rithm of SGB-All+New-Group does not need to depend on
SGB-All+Duplicate. For the one-time-iteration,We prefer
to use Quadtree [?] for its simplicity. SGB-All+New-Group
has identical output group sets on any order of Dtmp be-
cause of Conclusion 1. Thus, SGB-All-New-Group is order-
independent.
Similarly, we can prove that SGB-All+Eliminate is also
order-independent.
Proof. We remove the overlapping tuples in OSet from
the output group sets Gs of SGB-All+Duplicate. If
SGB-All+Eliminate is order-dependent, it means that the
OSet changes each time. This contradicts that SGB-
All+Duplicate is order-independent because the overlap in
the SGB-All+Duplicate not change.
Finally, we conclude that
Conclusion 2. SGB-All+New-Group and SGB-
All+Eliminate via group bound are order-
independent.
9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the problem of order-independent
similarity group by. This problem is motivated by the fact
that traditional similarity group by operators do not neces-
sarily produce identical results when the order of processing
the input tables are altered. We define the class of order-
independent similarity group by operators (SGB), then in-
troduce the SGB-All semantics to find the similar groups
in the input sets. We provide the computational complex-
ity costs of SGB-All, and demonstrate that useful variants
of them can be implemented efficiently inside a database
management system. Finally, using the notion of interval
graphs, we prove that our newly developed SGB are order-
independent by the efficient group bound approach. There
are many interesting future directions that we plan to ex-
plore. Different from SGB-All, we can propose SGB-Any
semantic, which forms groups such that a data item, say
O, belongs to a group, say G, if and only if O is within a
user-defined threshold from at least one other data item in
G. It will be interesting and useful to embed the operators
developed in this paper inside a relational database engine.
In fact, we have already started developing these SGB op-
erators inside PostgreSQL.
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